A conditional export system provides new insights into protein export in Plasmodium falciparum-infected erythrocytes.
The human malarial parasite Plasmodium falciparum exports determinants of virulence and pathology to destinations within its host erythrocyte, including the cytoplasm, the plasma membrane and membrane profiles of parasite origin termed Maurer's clefts. While there is some information regarding the signals that allot proteins for export, the trafficking route itself has remained largely obscure, partly due to technical limitations in following protein trafficking with time. To overcome these shortcomings, we have established a conditional protein export system in P. falciparum, based on the previously described conditional aggregation domain (CAD domain) that self-aggregates in the endoplasmic reticulum in a manner that is reversible by the addition of a small molecule. By fusing the CAD domain to the first 80 amino acids of STEVOR and full-length PfSBP1, we were able to control export of a soluble and a transmembrane protein to the erythrocyte cytosol and the Maurer's clefts respectively. The conditional export system allowed us to study the temporal sequence of events of protein export and identify intermediate steps. We further explored the potential of the conditional export system in identifying factors that interact with exported proteins en route. Our data provide evidence for a physical interaction of exported proteins with the molecular chaperone PfBiP during early export steps.